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What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

Relating to "Non-OEM tubing in front of firewall prohibited except to tie shocker towers to
rollcage".
The intent is to allow the removal of factory sheet metal from the strut tower forward, there is no
performance gain here. With a lot of these cars in the class becoming rare, in the event of an
accident, there is no donor cars available to remove parts from to fix existing cars. Also with so
much factory sheet metal cut to fit fuel tank, turbo, exhaust the panels are not very secure.

Proposed Amendment

A maximum of two front to rear frame strengthening members, maximum 50 mm x 75 mm (2 x 3
inch) and fully welded where they pass through the floor, may be used to connect existing sub
frames. Enlarged Wheel-Tubs to accommodate maximum 28” x 9” tyre permitted. Rear tyres
must not protrude outside the body work. Engine must be in OEM location for body used. FWD
to RWD conversions prohibited. Front OEM Engine bay sheetmetal maybe removed, ie front
wheel tubs. Front struts must use OEM mount in OEM location.

Classes Effected

OZ Modified.
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

This proposal will help with proper mounting of panels etc.

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?

With racers chasing more performance, more and more factory sheet metal is being removed to
allow bigger turbochargers, dry sump tanks, replacing the factory sheet metal with tube from the
strut tower forward will make it easier and safer for items to be mounted correctly.

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

N/A.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?

There is no performance gain, so there is no difference for even competition. The cars must still
be at a minimum weight for the class.

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.

This is very easy to see when performing any other checks on a race car.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.

There is not a lot of cost involved, if a racer chooses to leave their car all factory there is no
issue.
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